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	This book is for RF Engineers and, in particular, those engineers focusing mostly on RF systems and RFIC design. The author develops systematic methods for RF systems design, complete with a comprehensive set of design formulas. Its focus on mobile station transmitter and receiver system design also applies to transceiver design of other wireless systems such as WLAN. This comprehensive reference work covers a wide range of topics from general principles of communication theory, as it applies to digital radio designs to specific examples on implementing multimode mobile systems.
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Unlocking AndroidManning Publications, 2009
Android is a free, open source, Java-based mobile platform developed by Google.  Unlocking Android prepares the reader to embrace the Android mobile platform  in easy-to-understand language and builds on this foundation with  reusable Java code examples. It's ideal for corporate developers and hobbyists  who have an interest, or a mandate, to...
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Beginning Game Audio ProgrammingPremier Press, 2003
No matter how exciting the game and how realistic the visual effects, without catchy audio in the background it’s obvious that something is missing. New developments in technology enable you to do things with audio that weren’t possible before, but they also make it necessary to find a guide that walks you through the technical hurdles....
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Cyriax's Illustrated Manual of Orthopaedic Medicine, 3eButterworth-Heinemann, 1996

	New in paperback format, this edition covers the approach and methods of one of the founding figures in the field of Orthopaedic medicine. Presentation and content have been completely updated and revised for the modern practitioner.
...
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Windows XP Hacks & Mods For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Make Windows XP look, feel, and act the way you want
Simplify searches, find free virus protection, and make Windows love your iPod®     

Hacks? Mods? Don't be frightened — this book walks you through each and every one, and even steers you clear of well-known hacks that don't really accomplish anything. See how some simple...
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Advanced Computational Infrastructures for Parallel and Distributed Applications (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
A unique investigation of the state of the art in design, architectures, and implementations of advanced computational infrastructures and the applications they support

Emerging large-scale adaptive scientific and engineering applications are requiring an increasing amount of computing and storage resources to provide new insights into...
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Learning Jakarta Struts 1.2: a concise and practical tutorial: A step-by-step introduction to building Struts web applications for Java developersPackt Publishing, 2005
Jakarta Struts is an Open Source Java framework for developing web applications. By cleanly separating logic and presentation, Struts makes applications more manageable and maintainable.
  Since its donation to the Apache Foundation  in 2001, Struts has been rapidly accepted as the leading Java web application framework, and community...
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